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Great Content | Content Is King

Whether you are planning a new website or updating an existing digital presences here 
are 3 things you need to do attract your ideal customer.

Content is the number one thing that will make 
or break your website.

You have 3 seconds before your visitor will decide whether they like what they see 
on your website or they just hit back and try again. What will your visitors base they 
decision on? What they see – your content. 

1 Bill Gates first said Content Is King way back in 1996 and it is as 
relevant today as it was then, maybe even more so.

Google will choose to list your website or 
not; for a particular search based on the 
information on your pages – your content. 
The amount of content you have on your 
website and the type of content you have 
on your website will determine whether 
your visitors stay or leave your website.
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Who is your target audience? | Clear Messaging2 Is it clear to this person who has just arrived at your website, that 
they are at the right place?

The first thing you need to think about when building a new website or upgrading your 
current one is to decide on your audience:

•   who you are speaking to
•   who is your ideal customer (your avatar).
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Once you have your ideal customer – 2 different example below, now you can speak 
their language.

Mary – A mum coming back into the 
workforce. Quite handy but time poor. 
Likes quality and doesn’t like being 
ripped off.

Julie – aged 35 year old 
An up and coming lawyer with 5 staff. 
Time poor but savvy.

Speak their language what do we mean?

Talk to your “Julie or Mary”, in the way they can understand but that matches your 
profession or business style.

Would you deal with a lawyer that had a comical website with lots of spelling errors in 
it?  NO!

Have a very clear message to your website so that your audience gets 
what they expect from the type of product or service they are looking for 
– have clear messaging.

Or a lawyer’s website that was so full of jargon (lawyer speak) that you couldn’t 
understand what they were trying to tell you?
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Human Element – your story3 Who are you and what makes you different? People buy from people. 
Let me say that again - People buy from people

We buy from people, brand, websites we trust.
Is your website just another faceless site that the audience doesn’t know? 
For all they know your site might be just another computer generated scam!

Real or imagined we all want to feel connected, important and special.

Did you know that personalising your email message will increase you “open rate” by 
20%. Just by using the person’s name you will get a huge increase in people reading you 
message. 
 
That is another story but you get the idea.

Think of all the big brand, on the whole as consumers we are happy to pay more for the 
same product from a known brand than a home brand or unknown alternative because 
we trust them more. 

People buy from people they know like and trust. By adding the human element to your 
online presence you can start to build that trust.

Why do you think Facebook has grown to be such a large part of 
many people’s lives? Connection
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Mobile Responsive

Well this really does go without saying but it is amazing the amount of websites that are 
still not mobile responsive. 

I bet you have experienced the frustration of looking at a really interesting site that is not 
mobile friendly and what did you do? You backed out – closed it and went somewhere 
else.

Google also uses “mobile responsive,” as a measure to whether your site is worthy of 
sending their search queries too. If your website is not “mobile responsive” or has a large 
percentage of bounces Google is unlikely to send your website much, if any traffic.
 
Being mobile friendly is a must for all websites.

Want to Attract Your Dream Customers Easily Online?

Follow these tips and you will be on the right track, implement them today. 

Need help? Do the Digital Presence Check-Up to identify precisely how to accelerate to 
your full potential online. 

If you’d like more customised advice schedule a call with me, 
Cathy Smith - The Attraction Maven at CATCO Enterprises.
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